
Welcome to the AM335x workshop for Code Composer Studio version 6 
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Code Composer Studio is the IDE of choice to develop with TI’s microcontrollers and embedded 

processors. Now in its version 6, it also adds the integration of the low power RF device families (CC2500, 

CC2600, CC3200) and the eases the integration of embedded Linux development components such as 

LTTNG viewer, cross compiler integration, QT creator and others.   



The new Getting Started view is more useful than ever, which means you shouldn’t close it as the first 

thing you do after opening CCSv6.  

 

It contains several buttons for easy access to key functions that allow you to get started with CCS: you 

can create or import a project, browse installed examples or jump to the App Center to download the 

remaining components needed for your development (such as MSP430Ware, controlSUITE, TI-RTOS, 

etc.). There is even a large video that shows how to get started with CCSv6.  

 

Additional links at the bottom are very helpful, as they lead to the e2e forums, as well as the Code 

Composer Youtube channel, the CCS Training page and the main wiki page.  
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The App Center in CCSv6 is a new way to download and install software packages, new CCS features, 

update tools such as compilers, SYSBIOS, TI-RTOS, etc. 

 

By means of a straightforward interface you can have access to several Add ons (which are installed into 

CCS), Standalone software and information links to various technologies. It can also be configured to alert 

you of updates to the installed components.  
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CCSv6 has an additional perspective called “Simple” (not to be confused with dumb ). This perspective 

arranges the views in a more familiar way used by traditional IDEs by aggregating the debugger and the 

code editor in a single screen, as well as reducing the options in the context and top menus for a more 

straightforward experience.  

 

This is a good way to start getting acquainted with CCSv6 without jumping to a complete Eclipse 

environment.  
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Usually the best way to start software development is with an example project. The Resource Explorer 

helps import example projects of a multitude of software packages: the so-called wares: MSP430Ware, 

Stellarisware, Tivaware, controlSUITE, etc. It also aggregates documents, schematics, and more 

(depends on the package). 

 

It arranges the different software packages in a graphical tree for easy access to the resources, and 

allows importing, building and debugging in three mouse clicks (additional clicks to browse to the desired 

example are required, though).  
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For the Arduino aficionados, Energia is the same environment ported to MSP430 and Tiva 

microcontrollers. However, any user of Arduino/Energia can quickly run into limitations about the ability to 

customize and debug the target, therefore CCSv6 allows importing and/or creating sketches (as projects 

are called in Arduino/Energia) for a more professional development.  
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When you are building your system, you constantly look for that sweet spot where everything just barely 

fits in memory, it runs very fast, and the battery lasts almost forever. Everyone knows the easy way to do 

that is build with --the_perfect_compiler_option. Oh wait, there is no such option! 

 

In real life, the way to find the sweet spot is to experiment with the compiler options. Try different options, 

try different settings for those options, and so on. A common response is that is too hard, or error prone, or 

not much fun, or something. There has to be something better.  

 

Well, there is something better, and it's called Optimizer Assistant.  
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The mysteries and intricacies of developing code for low-power designs is a vast and heavily device-

dependent field. To help with that, the ULP (Ultra-Low Power) Advisor helps you write your code in a way 

that fully utilizes the ultra-low power features of MSP430 microcontrollers.  

 

At build time, ULP Advisor checks your code against a thorough checklist and provides notifications and 

remarks to highlight areas of it that can be further optimized for lower power. Within these notifications, 

developers will get a description of the ULP rule in violation, and will also get a link to this ULP Advisor wiki 

for further information, links to relevant documentation, code examples and forum posts! 
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Similarly to all previous versions, to use CCSv6 you need a license (no, it doesn’t mean you have to invest 

money to use CCSv6 – wait and see) 

 

Following the trend started with CCSv5, the licensing became even simpler in CCSv6:  

- In addition to XDS100, simulators and kits with onboard emulation, the free license now adds both the 

MSP430 code size limited and the MSP430 GCC unlimited on the same install. Previously a secondary 

install was required. This is the license you want to trial run CCS and it does not require an active 

internet connection to use it – simply start running.  

- The full license allows using advanced emulators, removes the limit on the MSP430 compiler and can 

be either tied to the PC or can be installed in the network for multiple PC accesses. This is the license 

you need if you decide that additional performance is necessary (depending on the device family) or if 

your MSP430 code increased past the limit of the free license. 
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For MSP430 the MSP Flash Emulation tool or FET is the standard solution.  
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TI offers a wide variety of JTAG emulators to suit different needs and budgets.  We carry entry level 

xds100 class products all the way up to high end trace receivers like the XDS Pro Trace and everything in-

between. 

 

XDS100 is a low cost entry level solution.  It is a good product to start development with but typically you 

will want to upgrade to a higher end product later on. The XDS100 is available in 3 different models, each 

supporting a different set of JTAG connectors.  XDS100 products are available for the low cost of 79 

dollars and have the added bonus of working with a free license for Code Composer Studio. 

 

XDS200 is a new class of JTAG emulator.  It is a mid range product that fits between the entry level 

XDS100 and the high performance XDS560.  It supports a USB interface, although Ethernet versions are 

available from some of our partners. The XDS200 comes with a selection of JTAG connectors.  This 

product has a cost of 295 dollars and is an excellent choice for microcontroller devices. 

 

XDS560v2 emulators are our high performance JTAG solution.  We offer 2 models, a bus powered USB 

model and one that offers both USB and Ethernet connections.  Note that the USB & Ethernet model 

includes an extra adapter to support the 60pin TI JTAG header. Both of these models incorporate a 

System Trace receiver with 128 MB of storage. System trace is an advanced feature available on high end 

processors that enables you to detect system bottlenecks by tracking bus and peripheral activity, 

benchmarking data throughput and even the ability to add custom instrumentation. These products start at 

995 dollars and are recommended for those working with higher end processors that have large amounts 

of memory or for those who have a need for System Trace.  

 

The XDS PRO TRACE is our top of the line trace receiver.  While all of our XDS products will support 

reading trace data that is stored in the on-chip trace buffer (ETB), the XDS PRO TRACE is the only one 

that can capture processor trace that is exported from the device to pins, enabling you to capture huge 

amounts of trace data.  This product is recommended for customers who need to capture processor trace, 

this is most common on our multicore C6000 devices.  It also includes a System Trace receiver.  The XDS 

PRO TRACE is available for 3495 dollars. 
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Here are the two main avenues for support everything related to TI, including CCSv6.  

 

The e2e community is a forum that, over the years, has become a very resourceful place to search for 

answers and tips on how to use TI products. Its main purpose is to enable direct interaction between 

developers or contact TI development and applications teams.  

 

The wiki is one of the main documentation places to find the most up-to-date information about TI’s 

software and development tools, including CCSv6 and its various components.  

 



New for 2014 is the Code Composer Studio youtube channel. This channel contains several quick tips and 

Getting Started Guides, as well as webinars that showcase new features of the tools.  

 

To find it, simply go to youtube and search for “User: Code Composer” or simply click on the video on the 

Getting Started view or find links throughout the processors wiki and e2e 
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Let’s start working with CCSv6 
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The BeagleBone is the most popular and low-cost development board that sports a Cortex A8 processor, 

and the convenient built-in JTAG emulator on the White version allows a seamless operation with CCSv6. 

This makes it a perfect candidate to be used in this workshop. 



Given its low cost, the BeagleBone boards pack a lot of features and room for expansion throughout its 

connectors. The Black version is a more recent version that has a higher processor speed (1GHz versus 

720MHz for the White) double the RAM (512MB versus 256MB) and a built-in 2GB eMMC card (the White 

has no non-volatile memory). As pluses for the White are the serial and JTAG ports over USB (the Black 

requires a special cable to connect to the serial port, an external JTAG emulator and a JTAG connector 

needs to be soldered). Despite the differences, both boards can be used for this workshop provided the 

additional hardware for the Black is available. 



Starterware is a collection of example code and libraries suitable for baremetal development (i.e., without 

an Operating System such as Linux or TI-RTOS) and therefore is a perfect way to start development with 

CCSv6. We will use the AM335x version for this workshop.  



Now let’s move on to the first project 
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The first project is a simple blink LED type of project (the “Hello World” of hardware development kits), 

which will allow exploring several important concepts of general Eclipse and CCSv6.  

 

The next slides will simply show the fundamental concepts of Eclipse and how they are related to the 

CCSv6 development environment.  
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Here are the requirements for the labs. Just a board, CCSv6 and Starterware.  
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First thing to choose is a workspace. The workspace is the main working folder for CCSv6 and where it 

stores all the projects, files, links and their configurations. This is the case even if the projects themselves 

do not physically reside inside the workspace folder.  
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The default location of any new projects created in CCS will be within the workspace folder. Once a project 

has been defined to the workspace, it will be visible in the ‘Project Explorer' view and can be edited and 

built (compile/assembled/linked). To be able to work on an existing CCSv6 project, it needs to be imported 

into the workspace.  
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The Workbench refers to the CCSv6 application itself and it contains all the various views and resources 

used for development and debug. Multiple CCSv6 Workbench windows can be opened (menu 'Window-

>New Window').  

 

While each Workbench window can differ visually (arrangement of views, toolbars and such), all windows 

refer to the same workspace and the same running instance of CCS – for example, if a project is opened 

from one Workbench, that same project will be open in all the Workbench windows.  



Like the workspace, projects map to directories in the file system and typically contain directories and files. 

When creating a new project, a directory with the project name is created within the workspace folder. A 

reference to it will be made in the workspace and the project is now available for use within the Workbench 

and visible from the 'C/C++ Projects' view. Projects outside of the workspace directory can also be used – 

that is when the project is “linked” to the workspace.  

 

Projects are either open or closed. When a project is closed, it is still defined to the workspace, but it 

cannot be modified by the Workbench. The resources of a closed project will not appear in the 

Workbench, but the resources still reside on the local file system. Closed projects require less memory 

and are not scanned during routine activity. Hence closing unnecessary projects can improve performance 

of CCS. Note that closed projects will still be visible in the 'C/C++ Project' view (with a 'closed' folder icon).  

 

Any projects that have not been defined to the workspace must be imported into CCS.  
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Views are windows within the main Workbench window that provide visual representation of some specific 

information. The Workbench window mainly consists of the editor and a collection of views. Examples of 

some views are 'C/C++ Projects', 'Debug', 'Outline', 'Memory', 'Disassembly', etc.  



The Project Explorer is the most useful view for development, as it displays all projects in the workspace. 

 

It shows everything in a familiar tree view and acts like a file browser, allowing copy, paste operations to 

and from the file system; delete and rename, filtering to display only the desired files and so on. It also has 

right-click context menus, which are very useful to explore the Project Options, Build Configurations and 

other features. 



Focus is an action – it is basically the Eclipse name for highlight. Despite it is a simple concept, Eclipse 

relies heavily on this to tailor menus, right-click options, and influences other actions such as debug a 

project, save a file, etc.  

 

Therefore, whenever you try to get a menu or is doing something that does not seem to be working 

properly, always make sure the correct view, project, or file is in focus.  



The Console is a view that aggregates a lot of information in stacked panes selectable by the small blue 

icon shown above. It displays the build command line, console output from board printfs, scripting output, 

etc.  

 

Its contents are also shown based on the project or element in focus, as well as which perspective is 

active.  
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Any time you need to connect to a target – either a software simulator or a hardware JTAG emulator tied 

to a development kit or your product board – a target configuration file must be created.  

 

The target configuration files are XML files that define the type of connection (simulator, type of JTAG 

emulator) and a device (AM335x, C66x, MSP430, etc.). They also carry some basic information that 

configures the JTAG emulation hardware and can point to scripts that perform hardware initialization. 



The target configurations view is extremely useful if you use multiple boards or emulators. It is shown in a 

tree view, similarly to the Project Explorer view, and allows copying, renaming, editing and manually 

launching targets.  

 

You can also link target configurations to projects, so they can be easily launched by the Debug button.  

 



A perspective is the basic arrangement of views and menu options that are available to the user. Each 

perspective provides a set of functionality aimed at accomplishing a specific type of task. For example, the 

default 'CCS Edit’ perspective displays views most commonly used during code development, such as the 

Project Explorer' view, ‘Problems' view and the Editor. When a debug session is started, CCS will 

automatically switch to the ‘CCS Debug' perspective, which (by default) displays the 'Debug' view, 'Watch' 

view and 'Local' view. Also in the 'Debug' perspective, menus and toolbars associated with debugging 

(such as target connect, load program, reset target, etc) are now available.  



For complex processors such as the AM335x family, the debug is a very important view of the Debug 

Perspective as it shows which core is active, connected, has a program loaded, is running or halted, etc.  

 

One change between CCSv5 and CCSv6 is that this view does not have the run, halt and terminate 

buttons anymore.  
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The Breakpoints view consolidates all the breakpoints used in your debug session and displays useful 

information about them. It also allows disabling, removing and configuring each one in a consolidated 

view.  

 

This becomes a very useful view when debugging complex systems, especially in advanced processors 

such as the Cortex A8 (microcontrollers only have a handful of usable hardware breakpoints). 
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The Disassembly view is extremely important if assembly debugging is needed. Very useful in baremetal 

development, as sometimes you need to go beyond the C source code to really know what is going on 

with the code flow.  

 

Despite being mostly assembly oriented, it still performs correlation with the C source code (enabled by 

default) for easier debugging. 
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The View menu consolidates all the views useable from inside CCSv6 – some applicable to certain 

perspectives, but others applicable everywhere. The most useful views are listed, and the bottom entry 

called “other” allows searching for any of the possible views of CCSv6.  
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Now let’s start working on the lab. 30 minutes are typically needed to finish everything.  
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Now let’s move on to the second project 
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The second project is a bit more complex as it involves Hardware configuration to perform 

communications via UART.  The hardware configuration is conveniently done by the Starterware example 

code, but the important concept is to create a completely portable project in CCSv6.  
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Here are the requirements for the labs. Just as in the first project, only a board, CCSv6 and Starterware 

are needed.  
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The next slides will show the typical steps required to create a portable project in CCSv6.  
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There are basically three types of projects based on the location of the files: a simple project that contains 

all source files copied inside its folder; a project that has all source files linked but it requires to be shared 

with everything in a complex directory structure; at last, a project that has all source files linked but only 

the project folder is shared and not all the source files (the assumption is that the project is shared among 

multiple users each of who has access to the source files) 

 

Due to the popularity, only the first and the last case will be analyzed.  
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The simple projects have everything in the same directory, therefore sharing such project is simply a 

matter of creating a .zip file with everything inside. In the destination system, CCSv6 even imports the .zip 

file directly, not even needing to unzip it beforehand. 
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The sharing of a project with linked files (but no source) has some benefits, but the most important is that 

this method allows modifying the imported project without risking modifying the original source files, as the 

receiving end will have its own copy of them.  

 

To illustrate, imagine that a product requires an SDK (such as Starterware), which contains a few libraries, 

header and source files and is installed by each user. The product also requires a few libraries, header 

and source files from the company, which are also installed on a different place on the user’s system. By 

creating a true portable project, this collection of files can be easily referenced and customized for each 

user’s system. Also, if the project itself is version controlled, the process of checking out modifications to it 

guarantees that another user is able to get the exact same project. 

 

The next slides will briefly cover what is needed to create a portable project.  
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Nothing special is required to create a new portable project at this time. Simply start from the standard 

Project wizard in CCS with no modifications.  
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Once the project is created, the Linked Resource Path variable can be set in the workspace. This variable 

will guarantee that all files can be referenced to the Starterware installation directory.  

 

In CCSv6 a Build variable is also automatically created under the hood. Build variables are used when 

specifying paths in the compiler and linker options, and they used to have to be set separately in CCSv5. 
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Linking files to a project is as easy as drag-and-drop, due to the Project Explorer’s ability to act as a file 

explorer.  
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Once dropping the file on the Project Explorer view, CCSv6 asks what you want to do – either create a 

local copy of the original file, or create a link to the file and leave it in the original location.  
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To verify if the link is correct, simply right-clicking on the file reveals both its linked location and its physical 

location. 
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For a project to be truly portable, the compiler and linker include directories also must be set – this way the 

build tools will be able to recognize the variable created before. 

 

One common mistake is to use relative paths in these options (a sequence of ../../.. ), but these break the 

portability if the relative location of the included files changes – a common scenario if the software 

packages are installed in different directories, for example.  
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The approach shown uses build and linked resource path variables set in the workspace and not directly 

on the project. The main benefit is that you can share the project without having to modify it, therefore 

rendering identical copies across a team.  

 

Also, setting these variables at the workspace level allows to accommodate for variations that each user 

may have on their system – meaning install directories of libraries, CCS itself, etc. Including these on the 

project itself will force users to modify the project’s variables before being able to use them.  
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Any questions? 



Now let’s start working on the lab. 30 minutes are typically needed to finish everything.  
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